RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

A list of prints and labels for which renewal registrations were made during the period covered by this issue. Arrangement is alphabetical under the name of the claimant of renewal copyright. Information relating to both the original and the renewal registration is included in each entry.

AUBURN PRUIT EXCHANGE.
Donnor, for mountain bartlette.
© May38; Label 51606. Auburn Pru't Exchange (F); 29Mar66; R384680.

AYRSHIRE BREEDERS' ASSN.
Approved Ayrshire milk. © 15Mar38; Print 12050. Ayrshire Breeders' Assn. (F); 20Dec65; R378678.

BAILEY, LEWIS BIRDWELL.
Klein Kitt. © 21Jun38; Label 51735. Lewis Birdwell Bailey (F); 3Jun66; R386056.

BLOOMINGTON PROVISION CO.
Tast-tea ath. © 1Nov38; Print 17196. Bloomington Provision Co. (F); 2Feb66; R379826.

BOYLAN, A. N.
Windex label, cleanser for glass, porcelain & tile. See DRAKESTO CO.

BRADSHAW (R. D.) & SONS.
Bradshaw's. © 1Feb39; Label 53011. R. D. Bradshaw & Sons (F); 1Mar66; R381955.

BRILLIANT (SAMUEL) CO.
Ground-gainer shoe. © 13Dec38; Label 52656. Samuel Brilliant Co. (F); 2Feb66; R379829.

BUB (PETER) BREWERY, INC.
Bub's Flissm beer. © 10Apr39; Label 51295. Peter Bub Brewery, Inc. (F); 12Apr66; R384167.

CASTLE & COOKE, INC.
Dole crushed pineapple. © 2Jun38; Label 51795. Castle & Cooke, Inc. (F); 14Feb66; R380063.
Dole juice. © 2Jun38; Label 51795. Castle & Cooke, Inc. (F); 14Feb66; R380063.
Dole pineapple gems. © 2Jun38; Label 51795. Castle & Cooke, Inc. (F); 14Feb66; R380063.
Dole pineapple stars and bars. © 9Sep38; Label 51943. Castle & Cooke, Inc. (F); 14Feb66; R380057.

CHAMPION PAPERS, INC.
Territorial design no. 1294. © 21Mar38; Label 52510. Champion Papers, Inc. (F); 2Feb66; R379837.
Territorial design no. 1299. © 10Sep38; Label 52999. Champion Papers, Inc. (F); 2Feb66; R379836.
Territorial design no. 2058. © 13Jun38; Label 52506. Champion Papers, Inc. (F); 2Feb66; R379835.
Territorial design no. 211A. © 1Dec38; Label 52507. Champion Papers, Inc. (F); 2Feb66; R379835.
Territorial design no. 320A. © 1Feb38; Label 52506. Champion Papers, Inc. (F); 2Feb66; R379835.
Territorial design no. 369. © 2Mar38; Label 52506. Champion Papers, Inc. (F); 2Feb66; R379835.
Territorial design no. 370. © 2Mar38; Label 52506. Champion Papers, Inc. (F); 2Feb66; R379835.
Territorial design no. 371. © 28Jul38; Label 52506. Champion Papers, Inc. (F); 2Feb66; R379835.
Territorial design no. 372. © 9Aug38; Label 52506. Champion Papers, Inc. (F); 2Feb66; R379835.
Territorial design no. 374. © 31Oct38; Label 52506. Champion Papers, Inc. (F); 2Feb66; R379835.
Territorial design no. 375. © 25Nov38; Label 52506. Champion Papers, Inc. (F); 2Feb66; R379835.

DRACKETT CO.
Windex label, cleanser for glass, porcelain & tile. By A. N. Boylan. © 5Feb38; Label 52992. Brackett Co. (F); 24Jun66; R384567.

DRENNON FOOD PRODUCTS CO.
Jake's delicious potato chips. © 10Nov38; Label 52004. Drennon Food Products Co. (F); 21Feb66; R386094.

GODCHINS SUGAR REFINING CO.
Godchins. © 1Dec38; Label 52089. Godchins Sugar Refining Co. (F); 7Jun66; R387623.

HART, F. PALMER.
Apple ice. © 10Apr38; Label 52877. Palmer Hart (F); 4Feb66; R379875.

HAYES (DANIEL) CO.
Finger free for gloves. © 11Aug38; Label 51770. Hayes Co. (F); 13 Apr66; R385947.

HUSDEITH, GEORGE T.
Fioe ribbon, the cellophone typewriter ribbon with the cleat edge. © 15Jun38; Label 52631. George T. Husdeith (F); 28Feb66; R381121.

LIPTON (THOMAS J.) INC.
Lipton's tea, Ceylon & India, yellow & red. © 1Mar38; Label 51399. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (F); 4Feb66; R379877.
Lipton's tea, Ceylon & India; yellow and red, 8 oz. © 1Mar38; Label 51399. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (F); 4Feb66; R379877.
Lipton's tea, choice blended black and green. © 1Mar38; Label 51399. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (F); 4Feb66; R379877.
Lipton's tea, choice blended English breakfast. © 1Mar38; Label 51399. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (F); 4Feb66; R379877.
Lipton's tea, choicest young hyson; good & black. © 1Mar38; Label 51399. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (F); 4Feb66; R379877.

MACALURB-DUNCAN CO.
Ha glass. © 1Nov38; Label 52650. Macalur-Duncan Co. (F); 1Mar66; R381637.

MASTER CHEMICAL CO.
Mastar X. © 27Jun38; Label 52089. Master Chemical Co. (F); 15Feb66; R380154.

MEALSTER CANDIES, INC.
Cherrie. © 17Feb38; Label 52078. Mealster Candies, Inc. (F); 8Feb66; R380053.

MUNIINGWEAR, INC.
It's smart to be comfortable. © 6Sep38; Print 17201. Muningwear, Inc. (F); 1Apr66; R380537.
It's smart to be comfortable. © 6Sep38; Print 17201. Muningwear, Inc. (F); 1Apr66; R380537.
It's smart to be comfortable. © 6Sep38; Print 17201. Muningwear, Inc. (F); 1Apr66; R380537.